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the formation, he also paid attention to his external environment. 

Suddenly, he noticed someone approaching his location. He quickly put away 
the Primal Mantra and dispersed the formation. 

As soon as the formation dispersed, a beautiful woman came to him. 

Wyot’s wife, Yemima, appeared in front of him. 

“I must’ve disturbed you cultivating.” 

Yemima walked over with a charming smile. 

James got up and stretched out his arms to embrace her. He said smilingly, 
“I’m so close to reaching the Acme Rank. Finally, we’ll be able to do the 
deed.” 

Yemima smiled faintly in response. She did not continue the topic but instead 
said, “Here’s a letter for you.” 

She took out a letter and handed it over to James. 

James took the letter puzzledly and asked, “Who’s it from?” 

Yemima shook her head and said, “I’m not sure. While cultivating in my room, 
I suddenly detected a strange aura. I chased after it but didn’t find anyone. I 
only saw this letter flying toward me from a distance.” 

James opened the letter, and magical inscriptions flew out. He reached out 
and caught them in his palm. Suddenly, a voice message played from the 
inscriptions. 

“Meet me in the Chaos outside of the Doom Realm.” 

James was the only one able to hear the message. 

The voice was very mysterious and faint, making it hard to tell the gender of 
the sender. 



Yemima asked, “What was it about?” 

James replied truthfully, “Someone asked me to leave the Doom Realm and 
meet them in the Chaos. I’m not sure who sent the message either.” 

His brows slightly frowned. 

Yemima said, “Only members of the Doom Race are allowed to enter Mount 
Doom. I’m not sure who would notify you like this, but the sender must have 
something important to tell you. Maybe it isn’t safe to show up and relay the 
message on Mount Doom.” 

“Mhm.” James nodded. 

“Then, I’ll go see what it’s about.” 

After James finished speaking, he hid his aura and entered a state of 
invisibility. Then, he quietly left Mount Doom. 

Unless someone was spying on him and watching his actions, even Youri 
would not notice he had left Mount Doom. 

James left the Doom Realm and entered the Chaos, heading toward the 
meet-up location mentioned in the letter. 

Soon, he arrived at the location. 

James scanned the area for the mysterious messenger. 

Swoosh! 

Suddenly, a figure appeared before him. 

“Xezal?” 

James looked at the shadowy figure before him in shock. He asked, “It was 
you? What did you call me here for?” 

Xezal parted her lips, and her pleasant voice sounded. “I have something 
important to tell you.” 

“What is it?” James looked at her and listened attentively. 



Xezal said, “On the night before we held the conference, Youri attacked and 
killed our Grand Patriarch. The Grand Patriarch’s servant, Lada, is 
impersonating him right now.” 

James immediately frowned at her words. 

Xezal continued, saying, “The Grand Patriarch has already predicted a 
calamity would befall the Doom Race. He knew it would be closely related to 
Youri and that he would be attacked by Youri as well. Thus, he made 
preparations in advance. He set up a large formation on the holy site that 
could deceive everyone. Although his soul lamp has been extinguished, he’s 
still alive.” 

James asked, “Since he’s still alive, why didn’t he show up to prevent Youri 
from becoming the Grand Patriarch?” 

Xezal shook her head and said, “He couldn’t stop it from happening. 
Moreover, if he were to show up, it would’ve caused a huge internal 
commotion. It didn’t matter who won the internal struggle. The Doom Race 
would’ve suffered great losses, and our luck would decrease drastically. This 
would result in the humans gaining more luck, accelerating their rise.” 

James asked calmly, “So, what’s the Grand Patriarch’s plan?” 
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said, “The Grand Patriarch wanted me to inform you that the Doom Race must 
stay peaceful during this period. You and Youri are the Doom Race’s hope. If 
Youri successfully obtains the Blithe Omniscience and enters the Caelum 
Acme Rank, we’ll be able to suppress the humans again. If you also rise, then 
the two of you can join forces to create a prosperous era. 

“Naturally, this is the most ideal outcome. However, the Doom Race’s luck 
isn’t enough to support both you and Youri rising simultaneously. 

“To have both of you become powerhouses, Youri must rise before you so he 
can suppress the Human Race and take their luck. After strengthening the 
Doom Race’s luck, you will also have a chance to rise. 

“However, it’s almost impossible to achieve such a perfect outcome. Thus, it’s 
necessary for one of you to be sacrificed.” 



James listened carefully, and his expression gradually became solemn. 

He was not from the Doom Race. Thus, their luck would not affect him. 

The Doom Race’s luck was very strong and still on the rise. 

As a result, a peerless powerhouse would surely rise in the Doom Race very 
soon. 

‘Who will it be? Is it Youri, or…’ 

James thought about Wyot, who was still imprisoned in the Heaven-
Eradicating Sect’s headquarters. 

Supposing that it was Wyot, things would get very troublesome. 

James asked calmly, “Who’s the Grand Patriarch supporting?” 

Xezal replied, “Both of you. Youri’s chances of breaking through are higher 
right now. The Grand Patriarch wishes to resolve the catastrophe without 
internal conflict. For now, he’d like to support Youri. If Youri can collect the 
tokens and obtain the Blithe Omniscience, he can enter the Caelum Acme 
Rank. He’ll also be able to suppress the Human Race and seize their luck, 
allowing you to rise as a powerhouse as well. 

“If Youri fails, the Grand Patriarch plans to get rid of him and support you to 
take over the Doom Race. 

“I only have a general idea of things, which he asked me to relay to you. As 
for the details, he didn’t explain it to me.” 

After Xezal finished speaking, she disappeared from James’ sight. 

James floated in the glowing Chaos with a solemn expression. 

Afterward, he returned to the Doom Realm and silently sneaked back onto 
Mount Doom. 

Things were no longer progressing in the direction he wanted. 

He needed the Greater Realms to be in chaos. Thus, he had to start a war. 

At the same time, James was worried about Wyot. 



After briefly thinking about it, James secretly sent a message to Thea and left 
Mount Doom. 

Thea had not left Chaos City yet. 

After meeting with Thea, he brought her to a spiritual mountain under the 
Doom Race’s banner. The spiritual mountain was a property rented out to 
outsiders, like hotels on Earth. 

James set up an ancient formation after arriving at an independent manor on 
the spiritual mountain. His comprehension of the Formation Path had 
improved significantly after he studied the Primal Mantra. Thus, he could 
easily set up an ancient formation. 

Inside a room, Thea asked, “For you to have taken such a huge risk to see 
me, something must’ve happened, right?” 

“Yeah.” James nodded. 

He explained the current situation of the Doom Race in detail and expressed 
his concerns. 

“I’ll devise a plan to deal with the Doom Race’s situation. I’ll do everything 
possible to provoke a war between the 

Dooms and the other races. Meanwhile, you must return to the Heaven-
Eradicating Sect’s headquarters and bring Wyot elsewhere without being 
detected. Then, you must keep him under strict supervision. Before the 
Human Race rises, he can’t escape. However, you can’t kill him either. 
Otherwise, his soul lamp will extinguish, putting me in danger.” 

“Alright.” Thea nodded. 

James felt relieved to have Thea handling the situation. 

After all, Thea was a formidable powerhouse of the Human Race during the 
Primordial Realm Era. She reached the Terra Acme Rank’s peak and was 
even nicknamed the Human Race’s matron. 
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discussed the Doom Race’s internal affairs. 

Thea had been staying in Chaos City for some time and had a rough idea 
about the situation. 

James looked at Thea and asked, “By the way, do you have any plans for the 
future?” 

Thea had been secretly planning and arranging for the Human Race’s 
comeback for a long time. If she had not survived the Primordial Realm Era, 
the Human Race would not have achieved so much, nor would they ever have 
a chance to rise again. 

James wanted to know her following plans. 

Thea said solemnly, “I need chaos to break out in the Greater Realms. I 
thought there would be a huge battle between the various races. However, it 
didn’t happen. Things are looking terrible for us. You must find a way to 
provoke a war between the Greater Realms’ races. Only then can I find a 
chance to eliminate the Watchers of the Dooms in the Dark World. Then, my 
main body can reappear and complete the Human Race’s new universe. 

“During this period, I can’t have the Dooms, or the other races, to have time to 
deal with us.” 

James asked, “What about Soren? Should we rescue him, or …?” 

Thea replied, “Soren is indeed the Human Race’s strongest powerhouse. 
However, he’s closely watched by the major races of the Greater Realms 
because of his strength. It’s impossible for us to rescue him with our current 
strength. It’s more crucial that we complete the forming of the new universe. 
Once it’s completed, the Human Race’s luck will increase significantly, and 
we’ll surpass the Ten Great Races, becoming only inferior to the Doom Race.” 

“Alright, I understand.” 

James gently rubbed his temples. Although he had a high status in the Doom 
Race, it would be hard to provoke a war between the various races. 

“By the way…” James cast a glance at Thea’s stomach. 



When they met, he was focused on dealing with the various problems and did 
not take notice of Thea’s changes. 

Only now did he realize that Thea’s belly looked slightly unusual. After a brief 
shock, he immediately lit up with joy and asked, “You’re pregnant?” 

Thea nodded lightly as she touched her belly, saying, “Yeah. We’re having a 
son. I’ve been pregnant for some time, but I don’t want him to be born so 
soon. I’d like to wait until the new universe is complete. I hope his birth will 
bring good luck to the Human Race.” 

“Alright.” James beamed with a bright smile. 

The two spent some time together in the room before they parted ways. 

James returned to Mount Doom. 

Meanwhile, Thea left the Doom Realm and headed toward the Heaven-
Eradicating Sect’s headquarters. 

James knew Wyot posed a huge threat. Thus, he needed Thea to quietly 
move him and keep him imprisoned somewhere else. 

They could not have him escape before the Human Race’s new universe was 
completed. Otherwise, their previous efforts would be in vain. 

After James returned to Mount Doom, he noticed Yemima’s bizarre 
expression. He smiled awkwardly at her. 

Yemima glared at him and snorted. 

James said smilingly, “You wouldn’t let me touch you for so long. I had no 
choice but to find someone to vent my pent- up desires, right? If you mind it so 
much, how about letting me have you?” 

He held Yemima’s hands tentatively, attempting to take off her clothes. 

However, Yemima avoided his advances and said, “Sir Youri is looking for 
you. Hurry and go. Don’t delay important business.” 
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headed to the main peak and entered Dolph’s previous study room. 

Countless ancient books were stored inside the study room. Youri was not 
qualified to read them in the past. Now that he was the Patriarch, he had the 
right to go through them as he pleased. At that moment, he was reading the 
ancient books from the Sky Burial Age inside the study room. 

Knock, knock, knock. 

He heard a knock on the door and said, “Come in.” 

James pushed open the door and entered the room. He walked over to Youri 
and greeted him respectfully, “Sir Youri.” 

Youri pointed to a chair on the side and said lightly, “Sit.” 

James sat down and asked calmly, “Is something the matter, Sir Youri?” 

Youri put down the ancient book in his hand, looked at James, and asked, 
“What do you think our next steps should be?” 

James stood up instantly and said, “I’d like you to give me a group of elites to 
command. I’ll go to the other races, forcibly seize the tokens, and destroy 
them. Then, we’ll 

acquire the Blithe Omniscience.” 

Youri said lightly, “That’s a very reckless plan. Calm down and sit.” 

James sat down, grinned, and said, “It’s not reckless, Sir Youri. It’s just the 
most straightforward plan. With our current strength, we can easily crush any 
other race. Even if they unite, we don’t have to be afraid. We should strike 
first, destroy them, and seize their lucks. By doing so, we’ll be able to compete 
with the Human Race’s luck.” 

Youri gently tapped on the table and fell into thought. He, too, had considered 
James’ suggestion as well. 

After destroying the other races, they could forcibly seize their luck. As a 
would spike, and many powerhouses would rise in their race. 



However, Youri was worried the other races would join forces to resist them. 
Ultimately, everyone would suffer significant losses. Meanwhile, the humans 
would gain even greater luck and rise faster. 

He gently waved his hand and said, “That won’t work. As soon as manage to 
destroy them, we’ll suffer tremendously. 

Then, the new luck we’d obtained would be useless as we’d be more focused 
on recovering. While we’re recuperating, the humans would have already 
grown stronger than us.” 

James recomposed himself and asked calmly, ‘Then what do you say we do, 
Sir Youri?” 

Youri said, ‘The Chaos Sacred Lotus is about to mature very soon. Then, I’ll 
let you lead our elites to collect the other race’s tokens. 

“But, remember, our goal is the tokens. Avoid provoking fights with them not 
cause them any trouble as long as they hand over the tokens.” 

James asked, “What if they refuse to hand over the tokens?” 

‘Then, destroy them,” Youri said with a grim expression. 

James replied respectfully, “I know what to do, Sir Youri. If there’s nothing 
else, I’ll take my leave first.” 

“Go ahead. Remember to be prepared. Once the Chaos Sacred Lotus 
matures, I’ll have someone send it over to Mount Doom.” 

‘Thank you, Sir Youri.” 

James stood up, bid farewell to Youri, and left the study room. 

After leaving the main peak, James suddenly had other plans in mind. Since 
he could not provoke a war, he considered collecting the tokens and leaving 
the Dooms. Then, he could release Soren. 

Soren could lead the humans of the Greater Realms to suppress the Ten 
Great Races. He should be able to buy enough time for Thea to complete the 
merging of the new universe. 
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feasible, James thought of saving Soren. 

However, saving Soren was much more complicated than starting a war. 

James immediately thought of another plan. He could try to head to the Cloud 
Race to check out the formation the Ten Great Races set up. 

Previously, he could not even break the formation’s outermost layer. He only 
managed to succeed after Soren gave him some advice. The innermost layers 
of the formation were even more profound. 

Theoretically speaking, the formation could only be opened with the ten 
tokens. 

However, James had acquired the Primal Mantra. 

Although the Primal Mantra was complicated, he could definitely find out how 
to break through the formation if he studied hard enough. 

James headed back to Mount Doom while in thought. 

Before he knew it, he had arrived back on Mount Doom. 

He entered his room and smelled a pleasant fragrance permeating the air. 
James looked around the room and saw the beautiful Yemima in a bathtub 
filled with petals inside the bathroom. 

Suddenly, Yemima stood up and walked out of the bathroom. She 
approached James and stood right in front of him. 

James looked at the beautiful body before him. 

Her skin was white as pearls, and water droplets dripped down her body. She 
had a voluptuous figure and was very seductive. 

James was slightly taken aback. Back then, he was just playing his part as 
Wyot and did not really mean what he said. 

He never expected Yemima to really have washed up, waiting for his return. 



‘What should I do now? Do I do it or not?’ thought James. 

Doing it with her meant a tie would form between him and the Doom Race, 
especially with Yemima. However, refusing her now would be out of Wyot’s 
character, and his identity would definitely be questioned. 

“Do you like what you see?” Yemima’s pleasant voice resounded in the room. 

“It’s a great sight,” James replied honestly. 

Yemima was indeed a charming woman. She was perfect from head to toe. 

“Then, what are you waiting for? Are you not going to carry me into bed?” 

“Huh? Oh, right. You’re being very proactive today, and I’m not used to it yet. 
It’s making me nervous,” said James. 

With his words, Yemima became even more proactive. She took elegant steps 
toward James, wrapped her arms around his waist, and pulled him over to the 
bed. 

Under such circumstances, James could not refuse her. 

‘I’ve no choice but to do it. I’ll be able to deal with whatever Karma comes my 
way after I gain control of the Greater Realms anyway,’ thought James. 

James made up his mind to go against his morals for the Human Race’s 
future and prosperity. 

The next day, James woke up in bed with Yemima in his arms. 

“I believe in you, Wyot. Sooner or later, you’ll definitely overthrow Youri. We’ll 
have to be patient for now.” 

Yemima’s voice sweet voice rang in his ears. 

James was still trying to process what he had done. He had betrayed Thea. 

 


